Spiritual Intelligence Report: Jan 11-Jan 17, 2021
Spiritual Warfare Topic:

Operators Active
(Restoring the Lost Kingdom)
In the End, God Wins
FACTS
Stafford Act- Washington, DC
Signed: 01-11-21
https://www.fema.gov/press-release/20210111/president-donald-jtru
mp-approves-emergency-declaration-district-columbia
“authorizes FEMA to coordinate all disaster relief efforts which have the
purpose of alleviating the hardship and suffering caused by the emergency
on the local population, and to provide appropriate assistance for required
emergency measures, authorized under Title V of the Stafford Act, to save
lives and to protect property and public health and safety, and to lessen or
avert the threat of a catastrophe in the District of Columbia.”
FEMA involvement:
MD: FEMA camps being set up? You would want quick access of assets

if a real catastrophe occurs in DC...
What is the Deep State threatening? Dirty Bomb? (Speculation)
Federal control of military on the ground…POTUS
Why are 20K+ troops needed in DC for Jan 20th?
Is something big being prepared for?
“The troops are necessary to protect Trump from the “color
revolution” attempt of the radical Left, which will activate the moment
they see Biden not getting inaugurated.” - Mike Adams
Dots being connected?

Election Fraud:
https://www.stopworldcontrol.com/leonardo/?tl_inbound=1&tl_target
_all=1

Multiple countries with Italy & Vatican at the heart of the steal….

The Insurrection Act
https://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2021/01/us-federal-law-the-insurre
ction-act-of-1807-3222889.html

The Insurrection Act of 1807 provides a “statutory exception” to the
Posse Comitatus Act of 1878, which limits the use of military
personnel under federal command for law enforcement purposes
within the United States.
Has the President signed an order to invoke it?
POTUS will have complete control of any troops in DC….

Martial Law
https://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Martial+Law
“To a varying extent, depending on the martial law order, government
military personnel have the authority to make and enforce civil and
criminal laws. Certain civil liberties may be suspended, such as the
right to be free from unreasonable searches and seizures, freedom of
association, and freedom of movement. And the writ of Habeas Corpus
may be suspended (this writ allows persons who are unlawfully
imprisoned to gain freedom through a court proceeding).”

Continuity of Government: Likely in active operation
Protection of our Constitution is Highest Priority (National Security)
Flynn Video….

Acts of War: (Infiltration, seige, illegal/fraudulent election)
Source:
https://conservativedailypost.com/get-ready-theres-a-reason-trump-is
nt-worried-and-it-all-boils-down-to-13848-e-o/
“CCP attacked our country with a biological weapon. CCP attacked us
again to steal election.
CCP wants our land to grow food.”
— Lin Wood (@LLinWood), Dec 12, 2020
Responses:
1. EO 13848 Signed 9/12/2018 imposes certain Sanctions of Foreign
Interference in an USA Election: Still in effect
2. Brand New EO quietly signed on 11/10/2020 on CCP Involvement and
how the DOD / DHS plays a vital role in this EO:
Trades, securities trading, etc. in connection with the CCP or CC Military is
prohibited. Effective 11/11/2020 – 11/11/2021.
- Over 200 Chinese companies taken off US stock market this week.
Bottom Line: multiple countries interfered with election (act of war). Both
Plandemic and election interference violate EO 13848.

Law

10 USC, Section 394. Subtitle A, Part 1, Chapter 19, “Authorities
concerning military cyber operations” as well as National Security
Presidential Memoranda (NSPM) #13, covering “offensive cyber
operations.”

Highlights:
§394. Authorities concerning military cyber operations (a) In
General.-The Secretary of Defense shall develop, prepare, and coordinate;
make ready all armed forces for purposes of; and, when appropriately
authorized to do so, conduct, military cyber activities or operations in
cyberspace, including clandestine military activities or operations in
cyberspace, to defend the United States and its allies, including in
response to malicious cyber activity carried out against the United
States or a United States person by a foreign power. (b) Affirmation of
Authority.- Congress affirms that the activities or operations referred to in
subsection (a), when appropriately authorized, include the conduct of
military activities or operations in cyberspace short of hostilities (as such
term is used in the War Powers Resolution (Public Law 93–148; 50 U.S.C.
1541 et seq.)) or in areas in which hostilities are not occurring, including for
the purpose of preparation of the environment, information operations,
force protection, and deterrence of hostilities, or counterterrorism
operations involving the Armed Forces of the United States. (c) Clandestine
Activities or Operations.- A clandestine military activity or operation in
cyberspace shall be considered a traditional military activity for the
purposes of section 503(e)(2) of the National Security Act of 1947 (50
U.S.C. 3093(e)(2)). f) Definitions.-In this section: (1) The term “clandestine
military activity or operation in cyberspace” means a military activity or
military operation carried out in cyberspace, or associated preparatory
actions, authorized by the President or the Secretary that- (A) is marked by,
held in, or conducted with secrecy, where the intent is that the activity or
operation will not be apparent or acknowledged publicly; and (B) is to
be carried out- (i) as part of a military operation plan approved by the
President or the Secretary in anticipation of hostilities or as directed by
the President or the Secretary; (ii) to deter, safeguard, or defend against
attacks or malicious cyber activities against the United States or
Department of Defense information, networks, systems, installations,
facilities, or other assets; or (iii) in support of information related
capabilities.

Trump announced “offensive cyber operations” just one week after
signing his Sep 12, 2018 Executive Order. | Think Kraken…
Results:
“The election theft was cyber warfare against critical U.S.

infrastructure.” Kraken released….(305th MI BN)
“Trump, Miller, Cohen-Watnick and other key players put the
cyber warfare infrastructure in place in 2018 that would allow
them to unleash a domestic military response to arrest, detain
and prosecute all those who were complicit in the attack on
America.”
Mike Adams video on foreign interference:
https://www.brighteon.com/85eb594a-046e-48b7-989d-25a1d868b
a67
Unconfirmed Observations:
National Assembly: Take this to the Lord…
Sorry for the delay, we've been waiting to get more
info before reaching out. We've been getting a lot of
texts and emails wondering where I went - man you
guys are antsy! lol
Ok we had another Zoom call last night with retired
Generals, Colonels and also Lin Wood. Here's what
they covered: (don't be alarmed this one is pretty
heavy but ends well)
Everyone is upset and impatient that no trigger has
been pulled yet. But make no mistake, the President

will do what is necessary to defend the constitution.
Much is being done out of public view...
- 25,000 troops are now in DC, under the guise of
riot control for the inauguration.
- More troops across the country - all major
Democrat cities - are on standby which is 1hr recall.
- POTUS just designated Cuba as a terrorist state
(relating to election interference)
- POTUS just delisted a number of Chinese
companies from having business being done with
them.
- The recent blackouts in Italy (Vatican), Pakistan &
Iran were from our Space Force - they temporarily
took out parts of their power grid from up there.
This was in preparation for war with China and Iran.
Don't panic! This isn't conventional war with tanks
and bombs and bullets - it's cyber warfare including
satellites that can knock out communications and
data centers. If you ever wondered why the Space
Force was instituted by POTUS a while back, it
wasn't just about going to Mars. It was for this.
Other countries have satellites up there that can do
stuff to us - we have them now too and they work.
- There are now 250,000 Chinese troops
surrounding us, 75,000 in Canada and the rest in
Mexico. The generals said if they set foot in this
country they will be wiped out swiftly as they are

ready. (I know, this is scary but hang on everything
will be fine)
- POTUS at the Wall in Texas yesterday was a signal
to let China know he means business as a sign and
that he is in charge.
- POTUS will be getting in front of the people to
produce evidence so the people know he is the real
elected President. He may have to use the
Emergency Alert System to do this in 2-3 days.
When I give you a timeline or dates they can be
disinformation given to us on purpose, so we will
not be told the real dates as our calls are being
listened into.
- The Mayor of Oklahoma City was informed by
POTUS on Monday via email that the Insurrection
Act has been enacted and arrests will begin in that
city. This is the first of many cities this will happen
in. So we now have confirmation that the
Insurrection Act is in place!
- DON'T BELIEVE THE MEDIA! It's all optics. One
Colonel noted that in war, it's important to draw
your enemy out in the open. POTUS has been doing
EXACTLY that. Look at all the rats that have been
revealing their true identity. POTUS has been
separating the wheat from the chaff, especially
these past 2 weeks.
- This election was cyber warfare on our country. A
paper was sent to the White House on the voting in
4 states that showed Chinese cyber attacks moving

votes from Trump to Biden. They have proof of this
now. This is a foreign country involved in our
elections so this has been escalated from a
domestic issue to an attack from a foreign enemy.
This has moved from a constitutional voting issue
to a national security issue now.
- Covid was a biological attack on our country to
shut down our economy and push the Mail-in
Ballots Nationwide in order to pull off the steal
along with the Dominion Machines.
The virus was a man-made Bio-weapon created in a
Wuhan Lab to take out as many of our elderly and
the weak as possible to incite more fear globally.
They needed the death counts to rise to continue
their plan to take over our country. This is why
every death was marked as a covid death
regardless if they had it or not.
The Generals and Gen Flynn encouraged us all as
Patriots to RESIST all across this country and yes
Canada too. Take off your Mask. Go to Church and
Open your businesses. They can't stop us when we
all RESIST! There aren't enough jail cells to hold
everyone. Those were our orders to get the
message out to the masses. There is no mandate in
our Constitution Law to keep people from seeing
each other or close their business.
- The Capitol Building attack was Antifa and BLM
driven - all tactical deception as they call it in the
military. It's common practise.

Ok.... no one is getting nuked and you don't need to
take this at its worst. But you need to be prepared.
There could be blackouts, internet down, cell
phones down for short periods. Make sure you have
ways to keep your food cold etc. if the power goes
out, and don't panic! Democrat controlled and big
cities may be hit the worst because BLM & Antifa
will riot and loot when Biden isn't seated. That's
why the military is on standby. I know the number
of Chinese troops around us is a scary thing but
they are only coming in if Biden was seated. Then
they would start the move on changing our country
- it's not a pretty thought. But that's not happening. I
know the Joint Chiefs put out a letter they are
supporting the new President Biden on the 20th what else are they supposed to say right now? It's
all optics to keep things calm. Remember. If POTUS
doesn't stop this, he will be hunted down and
arrested along with his entire family by the left.
That's a fact. And with him gone, our country is
gone too. He knows this. He's not going to sit there
and do nothing. From now to the 19th is show time,
we just don't know exactly when.
So yes, we are in a full blown Military Operation
right now to remove the threats and install our
President back in power and control the violence in
the big cities. Keep in mind, if the lights go out, and
Biden is not President, it's not China coming in
here, it's us knocking out the lights to weed out the
bad guys. Massive arrests will be happening then.

On a side note, The Space Force has actually been
around a long time, POTUS is the one that
disclosed it to all of us. It used to be called the
Secret Space Program. Remember when Rumsfeld
announced $2 Trillion had gone missing and they
don't know where it went? He announced that the
day before 9/11. The next day, a "plane" struck the
Pentagon in the exact place where those files were
kept. The money went to build the Secret Space
Program. POTUS is using it to protect us.
Everything we are hearing and seeing in the news is
all optics and the corrupters are in full PANIC in DC.
This war is all about implementing the new Republic
in order to introduce to the World a new currency
that is Gold asset backed and run on the New
Quantum Financial System which replaces the
Central Banks and SWIFT.
209 Countries have signed on. (yes I know Google
says there are 196 countries but the UN recognizes
251) SOS Mike Pompeo did the Satellite tests
Monday via "Voice of America" to all 209 Countries
with over 40 languages translating in real time. This
has never been done before. This was a test to see
how many Network channels would cover it and
there wasn't one. They did it again the next day and
they know that they can circumvent Big Tech to
communicate with the USA and Canada (first
priority) and the rest of the world using the new
(EAS) Emergency Alert System.

Everything they are panicked about is the world
finding out about their Pedophilia and Child Sex
Trafficking Rings they have all profited from for
decades. The President loves this country and
loves the people and is committed to financially
restore all that has been lost since Covid started.
Today we have seen Executive orders for GA, PA,
CT, UT and LA declaring them a State of Emergency
for Disaster. This is for the Military to move into
place which will be completed by tonite. The
President is very patient and still holds all of the
Trump Cards and they know it. He has cornered
them all like rats in a corner.
Also keep in mind this is all unprecedented. We are
in a war already - people being taken off Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram and/or having 1,000's of
followers taken away if you have supported this
President or speak out against the lockdowns or
vaccines. Even the President himself was silenced.
This is communism and it's already here, this isn't
America... that's why POTUS will fight. Be patient.
What we need to do is share this to get the message
out to Trust the Plan. As Lin Wood said....All Lies
will be revealed. The outcome will be Glorious.
We may begin to see things as early as tonite and
we are hearing that it will become hot around the
18th-19th.
Stay in Prayer. Stay in Faith. This is for our
Freedom and we will WIN!

More FACTS:
**Continuity of Government- FEMA (from 12/20/20)**
https://omegakingdomministry.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/
SIR-12-20-20.pdf
Provisional Government?
Mike Adams:

https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-01-14-situation-update-jan14th-2021-an-astonishing-theory-fema-and-the-us-military-will-s
ave-america-at-its-final-hour.html
Bards FM: The Power of Silence:
https://youtu.be/pJurFxJR4IE
WARNING: Adams Video of Jan 16th bashes Quality birdy. Who ya
gonna believe?
Factoid: The president of the United States is the
commander-in-chief for the District of Columbia National Guard
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/District_of_Columbia_National_Guard
(delegated to Service Secretaries- Army/AF)
Other NG troops can be placed under POTUS if necessary (from
state status to federal status quickly)

Bottom Line: The military option under acts of war are likely well
underway...with or without Insurrection Act signed. 10 USC,

Section 394 Suffices to activate military responses IMO along
with Continuity of Government Provisions to protect our
National Essential Functions.
- Protect Constitutional Government
- Protect against threats to the homeland
- Prevent/interdict attacks

Monkeywerx: What is Real?
Source: https://youtu.be/Q2mN21t2p_8
Beware of the illusions…
Feints, deception, illusion...by design and part of the fog
of war.
Lastly: Be wary- Our Quality birdy friend said early on:
(#465)
No other platforms used.
No comms privately w/ anyone.
Don’t get lost.

Stars and Stripes…10 stars, 7 stripes= ???

Possible shout out to Patriots?
**************************************************************************



Prayer Targets

2 Kings 10: 18-19 ESV. Then Jehu assembled all the people and said
to them, “Ahab served Baal a little, but Jehu will serve him much. Now
therefore call to me all the prophets of Baal, all his worshipers and all
his priests. Let none be missing, for I have a great sacrifice to offer to
Baal. Whoever is missing shall not live.” But Jehu did it with cunning in
order to destroy the worshipers of Baal.
Prov 21:15, ESV. When justice is done, it is a joy to the righteous but terror
to evildoers.

Prov 21:31, ESV. The horse is made ready for the day of battle, but the
victory belongs to the Lord.
- We are called according to Your purpose.
Luke 8:17, ESV. For nothing is hidden that will not be made manifest, nor
is anything secret that will not be known and come to light.
We shall pray together….

